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Executive Summary  
 

Our group’s product that we have created is one that puts us into the nearly $112                
billion dollar U.S beer market as well as in a newly developing market that could reach                
revenues of $22 billion by the year 2022 thanks to the 2018 US Farm Bill. (National                
Beer Sales & Production Data) Our new product merges both of these markets into one,               
provides potential growth to a current product line, and capitalizes on an already well              
developed supply-chain partnership with two major companies in each market. Insert           
Shock Top Cannabeer, which is a CBD infused Shock Top beer, which our group              
believes could capitalize on a young health conscious target market that comprises over             
40% of the market for US residents who are eligible to drink alcohol legally. Becoming a                
first mover and implementing a marketing campaign that builds off of what Shock Top              
already preaches through their slogan, which is “Cheers to What’s Ahead”, in a quickly              
developing CBD product market our group believes that our CBD infused Shock Top             
beer could become the brand consumers associate with CBD infused products moving            
forward. By doing so, Shock Top and Anheuser Busch have the potential to increase              
revenue by billions and establish a whole new product market in the process.  
 

The current landscape of the United States beer market has changed rapidly            
over the past decade, and the current beer consumer wants a product that fits with their                
lifestyle needs and preferences. According to the US census reporter, the age range of              
24-44 accounts for 43% of the market for people who are eligible to drink alcohol legally                
in the US. (Census Profile: United States.) And according to the Global Data Center,              
35% of consumers in that age range were always influenced by their health and              
wellbeing when purchasing an alcoholic drink. (Consumer, GlobalData) Through pairing          
the popular taste of Shock Top Belgian White, CBD, and the already established brand              
perception of having a Shock Top while your relaxing outdoors, our Shock Top             
Cannabeer addresses a growing consumer demographic that is conscious about their           
health but also want to relax with a beer every now and again. Shock Top Cannabeer                
also allows Anheuser Busch and their brand Shock Top to be a first mover within a CBD                 
industry that could yield billions of dollars in revenue in the near future.  
 

Our objective is to establish Shock Top Cannabeer as the brand consumers think             
of when they think of a major CBD infused product, so that Anheuser Busch and Shock                
Top can be at the top of this new product market and reap the benefits of the potential                  
profitability from that same market. As CBD continues to grow and obtain space within              
the US market, Shock Top Cannabeer will be right in the middle growing with the               
market and the new consumers that are introduced into it. We plan on helping Anheuser               
Busch and Shock Top accomplish this objective by creating a promotional campaign            
that accentuates what the Shock Top brand represents currently, and establishing a            
new connection to the brand and CBD through our advertisements.  

 
Utilizing the acronym CBD and the uniqueness of our new product in our             

advertisements, we will attempt to make our product something that consumers want to             
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talk about anytime beer or CBD come up in conversation. We will use the slogan “Chill                
Belgian Beer” for the Shock Top Cannabeer to tie together CBD to our new product, we                
think through clever advertising we can use the CBD acronym and what CBD             
represents in regards to relaxation, to promote our product in a way that capitalizes on a                
rapidly growing market as well as a consumer base that is looking for this type of                
product already. In addition, we plan to utilize social media influencers that feature             
alcohol products already and that have a large following, to assist in obtaining consumer              
trust in our new product through the influencers they follow closely. We realize that not               
everyone is a beer expert but through these narrow channels, we anticipate that the              
consumers who are, will want to share our product to those that aren’t due to its                
uniqueness, taste, and the positive effects associated with CBD.  

 
A way our team plans on execuating what our Shock Top Cannabeer product             

embodies in it’s actual physical properties as well as what the brand represents, we              
plan on featuring this new product at different events such as beer festivals, CBD              
expos, as well as other events we feel properly highlight the type of relaxation,              
enjoyment, and happiness we want associated with this product. That way when            
consumers who are not at these events see the type of environment that our product is                
being consumed and enjoyed in, they will want to take part in that with our product.                
Once that begins to happen, due to our product’s uniqueness, it will be something they               
want to share with their friends and family on social media which helps promote our               
product organically. Our team knows that this product is something that will be very new               
to a majority of consumers, and our initial advertisements will utilize storytelling to help a               
curious consumer learn more about our product and what it stands for. Through this we               
hope to help consumers without a vast knowledge of beer or CBD feel comfortable              
giving our Shock Top Cannabeer a try rather than feeling intimidated by what they don’t               
know.  

 
As we will touch on throughout this paper, through these strategies that we have              

implemented, our team feels confident that our new Shock Top Cannabeer product will             
accomplish our overall objectives of positioning Anhueser Busch and Shock Top as the             
dominant brand in a rapidly growing CBD infused product market that will result in an               
immense amount of increased revenue. As well as making this a product that will              
address a current consumer market that is looking for a product like Shock Top              
Cannabeer already.   
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Our Product 
 
Everybody knows Anheuser Busch; their innumerous amount of alcoholic         

beverage offerings and world wide reach are nearly impossible to match within the             
same market. Of the approximately $35 billion dollars spent on beer in the United States               
in 2018, $9.8 billion of that was spent on Anheuser Busch products. With a product line                
featuring 8 of the 10 most popular beer brands in the entire world, and operations in                
nearly 50 countries, there are few brands with a greater opportunity to explore new              
markets and innovate than Anheuser Busch. However, nothing stays on top forever            
without innovating, and if recent trends are a predictor for the future, then that means               
something needs to change. Domestic premium brands, what used to be the bread and              
butter of the large brewing companies, such as Budweiser, Miller, and Coors, declined             
over 4.2% in sales. Despite this, many domestic super premium brands such as             
Michelob Ultra are soaring in sales, increasing by 7.4%, as well as the craft beer               
market. This continued shift in beer purchasing moving to more flavorful and diversified             
offerings means that Anheuser Busch needs to continue to innovate their product line or              
risk falling behind their competitors. After all, they are a consumer-centric company, and             
in their own words, are relentlessly committed to innovation and exploring new products             
and opportunities to excite their customers around the world. 
 

This is where their Shock Top Belgian White brand comes in. Created in order to               
compete with the incredibly popular MillerCoors Blue Moon brand, and to capitalize on             
the growing interest in craft beers, Shock Top started in Fort Collins, Colorado as Spring               
Heat Spiced White. Taking home gold and bronze medals in the North American Beer              
Awards in 2006 and 2007, Spring Heat made a name for itself and grew in popularity.                
Anheuser Busch then decided to take the brand full national and renamed it to the               
Shock Top brand it is today. Taking on the slogan of “Cheers to what’s ahead,” Shock                
Top has become Anheuser Busch’s main brand for targeting Millenials and the            
upcoming Gen Z as modern and exciting brand ripe for innovation and expansion. 
 

CBD, on the other hand, is much less well known, but that does not mean it is                 
any less important than the beer market. But what is CBD exactly? Cannabidiol, or as it                
is commonly known CBD for short, is the chemical component of the cannabis plant that               
has enormous medical potential. Ever since the discovery of the endocannabinoid           
system in the human body, extensive research has been done, much of it sponsored by               
the US government, on the effects of CBD on people. So far, conclusive evidence has               
shown that CBD can treat a whole range of ailments such as autoimmune diseases,              
neurological diseases like Alzheimer’s, metabolic syndromes like diabetes, autism,         
ADHD, Crohn’s, and so much more. Unlike its more famous brother,           
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), CBD does not make a person feel “stoned” or intoxicated.            
It is a safe, non-addictive substance, and as more research is completed, it will become               
easier than ever before to make and mass-produce.  
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On December 20, 2018, President Trump signed into the law the Agriculture            
Improvement Act of 2018, (commonly known as the 2018 Farm Bill), officially legalizing             
nationwide the mass-production, cultivation, and sale of industrial hemp, otherwise          
known as cannabis plant with less than 0.3% THC content. This means that at the               
federal level, consumers and producers alike can take part in the hemp and CBD              
market legally, predicted to become a $1 billion market in 2020. With such a              
monumental shift in federal policy, and a new market ready to be devoured and              
expanded into, now is the time for Anheuser Busch to take advantage and become the               
first major brand mover to enter the CBD-infused beer market; welcome Shock Top             
Cannabeer. 
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Shock Top Cannabeer is the product we are introducing to the market. We are              

combining Shock Top Belgian White beer with CBD to create a product that has yet to                
be mass produced in the United States. Each 12oz beer will contain 5mg of CBD, as                
well as 5.2% abv. These beers will be sold in 6 packs and packaged like your average                 
case of beer. We think this product is a good idea because CBD is becoming widely                
popular in the United States, and cannabis as a whole is seeing widespread legalization              
on the state level. Many Americans are curious about CBD and are just starting to learn                
about its benefits, so we think this would be a great time to enter this market. Some                 
beers have been popping up in the market with cbd already, but it is difficult to find any                  
beers that contain both alcohol and cbd. New Belgium Brewing has a “Hemperor HPA,”              
but this product is simply a beer that has notes of hemp and cannabis, and doesn’t                
actually contain any cannabidiols like the product we are proposing. Dad & Dude’s             
Breweria in Aurora, Colorado, currently has a CBD IPA beer they brew that contains              
both alcohol and CBD. This is a local brewery without the nationwide reach and              
popularity of Shock Top, so we do not see this product being of much competition. What                
this brewery and product show us, though, is that cbd beer with alcohol already has a                
market, it just needs a more widespread company to bring it to the American market as                
a whole. All of the cbd beers on the market are IPAs, but many beer drinkers are not                  
necessarily fans of Indian Pale Ales. IPAs are bitter and most people that enjoy them               
will say that it is an acquired taste, and that even they didn’t love the IPA the first time                   
they tried it. More consumers drink Belgian White beers than IPA beers, so to get               
national acceptance of cbd beer it would be wise to include cbd in a type of beer that                  
more consumers actually drink.  

We think consumers will be more likely to try cbd in a product like our Shock Top                 
Belgian White that they already enjoy, versus trying it in a new product to them like an                 
IPA or from a smaller brewery with which they are unfamiliar. Plus, the CBD beverage               
market projected to grow to over one billion by 2020, it is likely that many big beverage                 
players want a slice of this billion dollar industry. With Ansheuser Bucsh’s vast             
distribution system, their recent partnership with Canadian cannabis producer Tilray,          
and their product line Shock Top having a flavor profile that many consumers already              
enjoy, the infrastructure is already there for Ansheuser Busch to to be a first mover in                
this industry, and we want to establish our Shock Top CBD Belgian White as the original                
CBD beer. 

Customer  
 
Shock top’s current target market is aimed at a younger male demographic that             

is typically easy going and enjoys the outdoors. According to Numerator, a company             
that records 1 in every 500 shopping trips by having people submit their receipts with               
over 400,000 submitted receipts, people that are grocery shopping and have purchased            
Shock Top are typically 25-44 years old, caucasion or hispanic, make over $60k a year,               
have a college degree, and tend to fill up their basket, making Shock Top a consistent                
grocery store item these consumers buy everytime they go. Because this only assesses             
people who are earning something from submitting grocery store receipts, this could be             
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just a small segment of Shock Tops current market. 58% of shock tops current              
customers reports being interested in parties, outdoors, food, and motors. Most of the             
outdoor activities shock tops customers report doing are camping, fishing, and shooting.  
 

The goal of Cannabeer is to keep the current customer base, but expand it to               
those who are interested in health and those who may not enjoy the typical side effects                
of beer. Shock Top Cannabeer’s primary customer base we believe will be young beer              
drinkers who tend to branch out a little and take risks. The target customer base will be                 
people that like to drink/enjoy alcohol but are also trying to mitigate the negative effects               
alcohol has on the body and specifically the liver. CBD has promising research showing              
its ability to lower a person’s Blood alcohol content (BAC) as well as reduce the stress                
that alcohol puts on the liver. Experiments on mice have shown that CBD works as an                
antioxidant to significantly lessen the stress that alcohol puts on the liver, by lessening              
steatosis (NCBI). CBD also promotes autophagy or the detox process that cleans out             
dead or damaged cells. There is also research showing CBD’s ability to protect the              
brain from neurodegeneration (break down of brain neurons) due to over-consumption           
of alcohol. CBD can also be a product for people that suffer from alcohol addiction or                
alcohol-use disorder. CBD helps to lessen how excited your brain gets when it has              
alcohol (the reward system), helping people that are addicted to alcohol become less             
addicted and hopefully not dependent on it at all. 
 

This a factor that makes us believe that our target market for our new product will                
align perfectly with Shock Top’s current consumer market. According to Global Data            
Intelligence center, 70% of consumers aged 24-34 are most likely to enjoy the taste, as               
in they only buy alcoholic beverages they enjoy the taste of immensely. And 35% of               
those consumers polled were “always influenced” by health and wellbeing when           
purchasing an alcoholic drink. (Consumer, GlobalData) Shock Top Belgian White is           
notoriously known for its flavor and CBD offers some exciting potential health benefits             
as well. This offers Shock Top Cannabeer an exciting opportunity to reach a very large               
demographic with a product that aligns with their interests, and a demographic that             
Shock Top currently already sells products too.  
 

We also want to utilize what Shock Top Belgain White has already established             
with the emotions of their current product line. Which is an outdoor relaxation beverage              
that use to wind down from a busy and productive lifestyle. We believe that our new                
product will appeal to Shock Top’s target demographic now, while opening up            
possibilities for growth within the 24-44 age range demographic as well through CBD’s             
health and relaxation benefits.  

 

Channel for Distribution 
 

While many product segments can enjoy the luxury of being able to choose             
between selling straight to the customer or through a retailer, Anheuser Busch and the              
beer industry experience no such thing. In fact, selling straight to consumers was one of               
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the reasons for Prohibition to be instilled in the United States. As breweries had the               
ability to set up a bar right at the sight of production or sell straight to saloons, they                  
could completely control and sell beer and other liquor how they wanted. This usually              
meant that the bartender’s paycheck came from a brewer based on how much of their               
particular brand of beer they sold, meaning that those that couldn’t pay as much or were                
weaker were intentionally sold less in order to beef up the main seller’s margins. In               
addition, this meant that bartenders were incentivized to take matters into their own             
hands to induce higher rates of consumption, whether through offering free salty foods             
that would make patrons more thirsty, or running up tabs on unsuspecting inebriated             
individuals (Davis, 86-87). This, among many other reasons, is why that upon the             
abolishment of the 18th Amendment regarding Prohibition with the 21st Amendment, a            
three-tier-system was established regarding the flow of sale for alcoholic beverages.  
 

The three-tier-system establishes that the flow of product must run from the            
bottler/producer, through a distributor/wholesaler, to retail, and finally to the consumer.           
This means that producers no longer have control of the selling process all the way to                
the customer, and retailers are no longer incentivized to place a priority on the              
nationwide corporations over small local brewers, giving all producers a fair chance at             
having their beverages purchased by consumers. Hence, this makes the jobs of            
marketers even more important, necessitating the need to make individual brands stand            
out above the crowd. While some microbreweries are given special exemption to this             
rule, as they don’t sell elsewhere besides in house and similarly don’t sell any other               
products either, Anheuser Busch of course enjoy no such liberties, and must compete             
both on-tap and on the shelf with other brands in order to reach their consumers               
effectively.  
 

As such, Anheuser Busch works with over 500 wholesalers across the United            
States to get their beverages to the consumers hands. Usually, each leg of the journey               
needs to make about a thirty percent profit off their handoff. With help with an included                
example of an Excel spreadsheet showcasing the selling prices and profits of each leg              
of the beer’s journey, you can see how Anheuser Busch can easily make $26 off of                
each standard 6 pack case of product (which usually includes 4 individual 6-packs) not              
even including adding the upcharge we would add for the CBD. As shown in the excel                
spreadsheet below, this makes for an incredibly profitable value chain all the way from              
producer to retailer, and even allows for a reasonable price for the consumer at the end                
of the selling process. 
 

Physically, wholesalers and distributors don’t hold too much power over          
Anheuser Busch in particular. Anheuser Busch being one of the single largest beer             
companies in the entire world, they do have the luxury of being able to move on from                 
wholesalers that aren’t cooperative or operating up to their personal standards.           
However, this doesn’t mean that hard-working distributors don’t go unnoticed, as those            
that perform well can be charged with the responsibility of handling more product, in              
turn fueling more revenue for these wholesalers. Retailers, meanwhile, are pretty much            
completely at the mercy of the other companies within the value chain. Relying on both               
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distributors to sell at a reasonable price, and in turn expecting consumers to purchase              
these products at a selling price that allows them to turn a profit, retail stores face the                 
task of keeping up consumer demand and working with distributors to keep pricing as              
low as possible. 
 

Finally, for distribution channels and with our special product, Anheuser Busch           
will have to learn how to sufficiently work with a cannabis producing partner in order to                
create the CBD necessary for the infusion process. After investing $50 million dollars             
into Tilray, a Canadian pharmaceutical and cannabis company, Anheuser Busch will           
look to find the correct avenues of production for the new Shock Top CBD product.               
Luckily, as mentioned above, the new 2018 US Farm Bill now makes the production of               
industrialized hemp legal at a federal level across the United States, and will allow for               
the influx of CBD production to come from Canada and be able to then be infused with                 
Shock Top at Anheuser Busch production facilities. However, they will have to stay up              
to date on the goings on of hemp laws at the state level, as some states still have                  
jurisdiction over the illegality of CBD while those states work to add addendums to their               
state constitutions. It is for this reason that the distribution process will start in states               
such as Colorado and Oregon where the laws already allow for CBD and industrialized              
hemp at the state legislation level.  

 Pricing  
 

CBD beer is still a new idea to the public of the United States. Capitalizing as a                 
new product on a national level, will be giving us a big advantage for creating a                
skimming price structure.  
 
 Now, because Shock Top is owned by Anheuser-Busch. Shock Top has the            
opportunity to use Anheuser-Busch resources during Shock Top’s supply chain process           
to produce and distribute Shock Top’s own CBD beer. This not only gives Shock Top               
more control with the amount of product made, but the timing of the product as well.                
This is an advantage for Shock Top to have a minimal markup rate for each series of                 
the supply chain process. This markup along the supply chain is seen by             
Anheuser-Busch as a way to allocate the appropriate amounts of profit so that             
Anheuser-Busch can make sure that the factories and warehouses they own along the             
supply chain will not lose money by taking on a new product. By Anheuser-Busch still               
adding on a minimal percentage increase along the supply chain, Anheuser-Busch           
makes sure that their buildings stay functioning during the whole supply chain process. 
 
 In figuring out just how much Anheuser-Busch will up charge Shock Top in the              
supply chain process we will look specifically at the bottling process with the infusing of               
CBD oil inside of Shock Top’s beer. Because we assume that Anheuser-Busch already             
does charge a small amount of Shock Top’s beer profits for transport, storage/holding,             
and so on, we do not expect that there will be an added markup of what                
Anheuser-Busch already charges Shock Top because of the new added CBD           
ingredient. By using Shock Top’s variety six pack as a comparison. The price point              
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Shock Top’s variety six pack is $7.99. We can assume that Anheuser-Busch has             
already allocated the appropriate amounts from that $7.99 price point that would keep             
each part of Anheuser-Busch’s supply chain in operation. Because this is the case, we              
ignore what monetary allocations are being made from Shock Top’s variety pack            
because these allocations are already taking place and will not affect the CBD beer              
profits made by Shock Top. 
 
 The cost of CBD at a wholesale price is $0.05 a milligram. With Shock Top up                
charging a 500 percent increase in price would make a comparable $0.25 a milligram to               
the wholesale price of $0.05 a milligram. However, because of the new bottling             
procedure of infusing 5 milligrams of CBD oil to each bottle of beer, Anheuser-Busch              
will assign 5 per cent ($0.0025 a milligram or $0.0125 with a 5 CBD milligram bottle) to                 
the bottling plant. That will give Shock Top an increase profit margin of 495 per cent                
($0.2475 a milligram or $1.2375 with a 5 milligram bottle) from the $0.05 CBD              
wholesale price with their CBD beer. The added percentages of the bottling plant and              
Shock Top’s profit margin would be a total of 500 percent. With 5 milligrams of CBD in                 
each beer, the added price would be a $1.25 increase to each beer. 
 
 Keeping Shock Top’s Variety six pack of $7.99 as a comparison. The added CBD              
oil will make the variety pack $15.49. With the average markup for grocery stores being               
25%, Shock Top expects the grocery stores adding an above average markup because             
of the novelty of this product of $4.50 (or a 29% raised price). This will have an ending                  
price to the consumer of $19.99 
 

Because there is a current law and practice of not being able to transport CBD               
infused beer across state lines from where it was infused. Shock Top should likely focus               
on states with high acceptance of cannabis products and where they have bottling             
factories available. With this said, Colorado and Oregon should be the areas where             
Shock Top can test how well CBD beer is accepted by the public.  
 

Shock Top will plan to be utilizing Walgreens and CVS because they have              
announced that they will start caring CBD products. This will be the doorway opening up               
to sell CBD beer in grocery stores like Fry’s, Safeway, Walmart, and so on. Shock Top                
also will push the CBD infused beers in spirit stores like Total Wind and More and                
Bevmo. In fact, Shock Top will not discriminate to any spirit shop or bar that will fit with                  
their values. 
 

With Shock Top’s customers spending $8.99 in their average basket share.           
Shock Top hopes the new CBD beer will increase that average basket share             
considerably. As well as increasing the current 23.4% of Shock Top’s customer’s overall             
basket share. 
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Promotion 

Social Currency 
 

As people become more interconnected and social media has come to share            
almost every single little thing that goes on in the average person’s day, it has become                
more important than ever before to get your product out and visible in both a genuine                
and compelling way. One particular way that social currency could help Shock Top’s             
new product is by utilizing popular influencers with large followings to create special             
videos or posts featuring the new CBD drink. Sending special secret packages that look              
mysterious or are personally designed to each influencer’s personal brand is a sure fire              
way to not only create interesting content for the media creator themselves, but to reach               
millions of impressionable minds with very little overhead costs.  

 
Take somebody like Jack Douglass and his JacksFilms YouTube channel. He           

has over 4.5 million subscribers, 2 billion views worldwide, and is known for his              
creativity, fan interaction, and comedy styles that have allowed him to be successful for              
over ten years. He frequently alludes to drinking or will do drinking videos with his wife                
and friends, and has partnered with many different sponsors over the years. Having him              
do a special video centered around Shock Top CBD will ensure that not only is the                
message interesting and entertaining, but that it will without question reach millions of             
people with just one click. And now that Jack is drinking Shock Top Cannabeer, his fans                
will want to as well to feel included.  

Triggers 
 
As a part of using triggers to promote Shock Top Cannabeer, we will create a               

strong association between CBD and Shock Top through the slogans and taglines used             
in our marketing. To do this, we will make use of the term CBD and redefine it to create                   
a new association with Shock Top. Instead of being an abbreviation for cannabidiol, we              
will turn CBD into an acronym that stands for “Chill Belgian Drink” and use this in                
advertisements. The reasoning is that most people don’t readily know what CBD stands             
for, so by making the primary tagline in our advertising “Chill Belgian Drink”, we will be                
making our definition the definition for CBD that comes to mind for those who have seen                
this tagline. Additionally, “Chill Belgian Drink” is an accurate and easy to remember             
description of our product, as it is a laid-back Belgian beer that’s normally served cold.               
This redefinition will be the link that creates a strong association between CBD and              
Shock Top, so that thinking of CBD will trigger thoughts about Shock Top Cannabeer.              
And as CBD continues to become more and more popular, our trigger will become more               
and more effective. 

 
As an example of our slogan in action, our video ads that will be a part of our                  

social media advertising for Shock Top Cannabeer will include the tagline “Chill Belgian             
Drink” in some form. One variant includes “Chill Belgian Drink” in a large font with each                
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word stacked vertically and the C, B, and D aligned so that they clearly spell out CBD                 
when read vertically to help our slogan strongly connect Shock Top with CBD in              
people’s minds. Similarly, these video ads (and our TV commercial for the NBA Finals)              
will include narration that makes this connection clear with lines such as, “CBD. Chill              
Belgian Drink. Find a more refreshing slice of life with Shock Top Cannabeer.” to drive               
in the connection between Shock Top Cannabeer and CBD. This tagline and other             
variants, like, “putting the Chill Belgian Drink into CBD”, will be present in most of our                
marketing tools, such as billboards, pop-up events, sponsored content, and TV           
commercials. This will ensure frequent exposure of our audience to our trigger and help              
maximize its effectiveness. 

Emotion  
 

Emotions are going to be a vital connection to Shock Top’s customers with their              
advertising. Because of the nature of CBD being associated with mellowed behavior            
and attitudes, that will be the approach Shock Top will take in introducing their new CBD                
beer or as Shock Top will call it Shock Top Cannabeer. The laidback feeling stays true                
to their current image and adding a CBD infused beer is appropriate to Shock Top’s               
already vast beer collection. 

 
Because of this relaxing feel that Shock Top will keep with their Shock Top              

Cannabeer brand, it will be easy for Shock Top to produce advertisements that promote              
serenity that convey feelings of optimism and love that will resonate to consumers. The              
more challenging effort will be to incorporate a stronger feeling than the easily acquired              
feelings of serenity and joy that CBD oil is connected to. The harder but more rewarding                
target goal of what each viewer should feel when viewing our advertising should be              
ecstasy. This pure happiness is the strongest emotion connected to serenity/joy that            
consumers resinate to it will have a greater chance to share the ads by way of mouth                 
and on social media. 

 
Reaching the core feeling of supreme happiness / ecstasy in Shock Top’s            

advertising is not just important for having others share Shock Top Cannabeer ads to              
others, but to also break down the negative associations that are attached to all types of                
cannabis use. By creating a better connotation to cannabis, CBD oil specifically, Shock             
Top will be priming future customers to their Cannabeer when the general public             
becomes more accepting to cannabis use. This is more effectively achieved when the             
underlying emotion throughout all of Shock Top Cannabeer advertising is a strong            
happiness.  

 
We can capture this feeling with interesting photos of relaxing areas and            

activities with a bottle of Shock Top’s Chill Belgian Drink beer, it is true that a picture is                  
worth a thousand words. Shock Top Cannabeer will need to use those words to convey               
happiness in their advertising. These images can range from massages, to rain forests,             
to a beach sight, or anything that can be taken as therapeutic and at ease. The key is to                   
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use photos that are artistic in nature and can convey that ecstasy feeling. Same will               
hold true in the sounds selected in video and radio advertising. 

 
Public  
 

Publicity is a key component in having people share our product and gain the              
attention it deserves. In order to gain publicity people need to see Shock Top              
Cannabeer as much as possible, because the more times they are exposed to it, the               
more likely they are to remember it and potentially share it with their friends/              
acquaintances or even pick up a case to try it for themselves. Publicity is about how                
contagious a products marketing can be. They key part of exposing people to the              
product as much as possible is making it shareable, so they will want to talk about this                 
product amongst others. Luckily Cannabeer is an entirely new concept that creates a             
new niche for the beer market. The idea alone is going to attract attention because               
people will be talking about how they feel towards infusing CBD with beer, and some               
may have very strong opinions about this. Shock Top Cannabeer will be marketed to              
gain publicity in a variety of ways such as billboards, pop ups at events, shelf               
placement, signage in bars, social media promotions, email promotions, influencers  

Practical Value  
 

Practicality is another factor the consumer considers when making a purchase.           
When you look at what beer and alcohol’s practical purpose is, it is to create relaxation                
for the user and help them loosen up. If you were to rate beers on how relaxing they                  
are, Shock Top Cannabeer would top the list. While we can’t claim any special benefits               
for cbd beer over normal beer, users have described the feeling of cbd beer as overall                
more relaxing and more “numbing”, as well as saying they have a reduced urge to               
overdrink when they are drinking cbd beer. We will encourage all consumers try it for               
themselves and come to their own decision on how relaxing it is for them. A couple                
taglines we will consider using in our marketing campaign centered around the idea of              
relaxation will be; “relax the right way,” and “the chilliest beer on earth.” These will be                
used in print ads and commercials to cement our Belgian White Cannabeer as the              
practical choice for anyone looking to relax. 

 
While our Shock Top Cannabeer is priced in the upper echelon of beers, we              

don’t see this being an issue because consumers have no practical reference point for              
cbd beer, as the product has not yet been established in the market. We are able to                 
make our product the reference point because it will be the original cbd beer on the                
market. For users who already purchase and use cbd, our relaxing beer will even seem               
look a good price to pay for relaxation. They will know that cbd is a fairly expensive                 
substance to buy in raw form, and the increased price of the beer versus other beers                
will seem like a very fair value to them when they account for the inclusion of cbd in the                   
beer. When we place our new beer on the shelves at stores, it will be placed in the                  
premium beer section so that the price of our Cannabeer fits right in with other premium                
craft beers. While our Cannabeer fits in with other premium crafts in price, it will stand                
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out as an incredible value because of how different it is. A tasty beer containing cbd for                 
a similar price as other premium beers? What a great value for consumers looking to               
kick back and relax. 

 
Another reason our Cannabeer will come off as such an amazing value to             

consumers is for its limited availability. Due to our limited launch in select states, not               
every beer drinker in the United States will have an opportunity to try our Cannabeer on                
first launch. We know this rarity causes consumers to perceive products as a better              
value. The beer will seem like a practical purchase because the rarity of the beer on a                 
nationwide scale will influence consumers to purchase and try our new product. Not             
everyone will be able to find our product, and that in itself will make it a special value.                  
Exclusivity is something that consumers use to justify all types of purchases, and that is               
no different with beer. 

 
 A big factor causing the spread of our new beer will be its narrow audience.               
According to Jonah Berger, author of Contagious, “content that is obviously relevant to             
a narrow audience may actually be more viral.” (Berger 2013) Our Shock Top             
Cannabeer has a narrow audience in the fact that there aren’t a huge number of beer                
aficionados in existence. Yes, it is true that a lot of people drink and enjoy beer, but                 
there aren’t very many people that go out of their way to taste and try new beers. When                  
someone sees our Cannabeer or sees an advertisement for our new product, they will              
immediately think to share this new product with their friend that is always trying the               
newest beer. Along with spreading to beer loving individuals, our Cannabeer will spread             
to users and supporters of cannabis. Because this is also a fairly narrow segment, our               
product will be spread through this consumer channel as well. Our target market of              
young males is generally more accepting of cannabis, so they will likely know someone              
or be friends with someone that uses cannabis and/or cbd. You can almost guarantee              
they will share this new product with those friends because this is useful information for               
their friends. As noted by Berger in Contagious, people like to help others. Our              
Cannabeer might not have the largest audience, but it will be more viral because it has                
a narrow audience. 

Stories 
 
Our CBD infused Shock Top Cannabeer will be a product that has never been              

produced on a mass scale before, and many consumers are not going to know what               
CBD stands for and the positive effects it has on the human body. Due to this, the story                  
portion of our promotion campaign will feature a consumer within our target market who              
is a health conscious professional, does not have an abundance of knowledge about             
CBD, enjoys spending time outside, and utilizes their down time to decompress and             
relax with friends. 
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The advertisement will be comprised of what our team anticipates a typical            
customer journey would be for a consumer discovering the new CBD infused Shock Top              
Cannabeer for the first time with the goal of this promotion to help answer some of the                 
common questions that many consumers may have while discovering our new product.            
The advertisement story will also be a way that we can associate the trigger of having                
CBD associated with Chill Belgian Beer along with associating the emotions of            
relaxation and joy with Shock Top Cannabeer. 

 The advertisement starts with Anthony, a young professional in his late 20’s who             
tries to balance to a healthy lifestyle, working toward a new promotion at work,              
maintaining a social life, and trying to figure out what to get his girlfriend for her birthday                 
in a month. He is constantly reminded by his friends and family to take a break and                 
relax, he’s “too young to be stressing” he remembers as he refreshes his new emails. In                
the background everyone around him in his office is talking about some new flavor              
Shock Top released recently. 

He’s crossing off his mental checklist at his desk before leaving work as his              
friend Josh pops up over the wall between their cubicles, “Are we still drinking by the                
pool tomorrow?” 

Anthony let out a sigh, forgetting he committed to this on Wednesday and can’t              
forgo these plans because he canceled them last Saturday. “Yeah, what should I pick              
up?” 

“Let’s try that new Shock Top with CBD in it, I think it’s called Cannabeer.” Josh                
replies. 

Anthony replies somewhat confused, “Wait, CBD? I don’t think I want that in my              
beer, I don’t even know what that stands for.” 

Josh begins to reply, “No, CBD doesn’t have psychoactive effects, it just chills             
you out. And to be honest I don’t know the technical term either, on Shock Top’s                
package it says Chill Belgian Beer, and from what I know about CBD that is exactly                
what it will be.” 

The advertisement then shows Anthony in the beer aisle of the grocery store             
picking up the Shock Top Cannabeer, reading the label on the package that reads,              
“Chill Belgian Beer”, with the CBD emphasized on the packaging. The advertisement            
then cuts to Anthony and his friend lounging in beach chairs by a pool surrounded by                
palm trees on a perfectly sunny day. The advertisement then pans to both Anthony and               
Josh taking a drink of their beer as Anthony says, “This is exactly what I needed.” 
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As Josh replies back with, “I told you, CBD stands for Chill Belgian Beer.”              
Anthony nods his head in agreement as they clank their two Shock Top Cannabeers              
and continue relaxing.  

The screen cuts to the Shock Top Cannabeer Logo comes onto the screen with              
the words, “Chill Belgian Beer” presented underneath it. The advertisement will provide            
a link to the official Shock Top website where there will be a tab specifically for Shock                 
Top Cannabeer that offers information on the product, frequently asked questions about            
the product, as well as information on CBD. On Youtube, the advertisement will be              
featured before videos that our target demographic will be watching such as Youtube             
videos that feature the outdoors, sports, food, and other CBD products. The story in the               
advertisement will provide a relating factor to the average or curious customer since             
there is nothing being produced by a major brewing company like this product in the               
market currently. This advertisement will help reassure new customers that CBD and            
the new Shock Top Cannabeer is not a party drink, but much more than that, and that                 
any consumer who tries the Shock Top Cannabeer will get the traditional Belgian White              
flavor and reap the benefits of CBD all in one.  

We will also utilize this advertisement in a 30 second advertisement during the             
beginning of the NBA Finals, as the regulations for the 2018 US Farm Bill will be more                 
clear at that time due to the fact that the government will be making an announcement                
on it in late May. We want to use the platform of the NBA Finals to spread awareness                  
across the United States so that we establish Shock Top Cannabeer as the product              
consumers think of when they think of CBD infused beer. Summer also officially starts              
on June 1st and with our advertisement featuring an outdoor environment along with our              
target demographic being heavily interested in outdoor activities we see this as a             
perfect opportunity to gain market awareness from our consumers, while associating the            
emotions of joy and relaxation with our product and our trigger of Chill Belgain Beer with                
CBD. 

After running the advertisement during the NBA Finals we will run the            
advertisement heavily on Youtube in attempts to create an abundant amount of            
impressions and market awareness for when we launch the brand nationally. Not only             
will Shock Top Cannabeer be the first product of it’s kind to hit the national market, due                 
to the US Farm Bill discussion that will be trending both in the news and on social                 
media, it will put the product in places Shock Top doesn’t have to pay for. This will also                  
help us establish the Chill Belgian Beer association with CBD due to the fact that at that                 
time CBD will be a popular search term. This is why we want to utilize this timing with                  
placing an advertisement during the NBA Finals, and throughout Youtube heavily in the             
months following our initial advertisement, to create word of mouth marketing out of our              
story advertisement whereas we earn shared media and spread our product awareness            
even quicker through that.  
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Financials 
 

The demand for CBD products continues to rise with demand rising 373% since             
2015 (Benenson). With this rapidly rising demand, the potential returns Shock Top can             
gain by entering the CBD market with a CBD beer are immense. We have analyzed the                
expected marketing expenditures for Shock Top Cannabeer’s first year on the market            
as well as its fixed and variable production cost to estimate how many units will need to                 
be sold and revenue earned before Shock Top Cannabeer will break-even financially. In             
order to figure out the break-even cost in both units and dollars for Shock Top               
Cannabeer, we first determined our total fixed costs (which is our marketing expenditure             
plus fixed production costs) then also determined the unit variable cost and unit sales              
price for Shock Top Cannabeer. As these figures aren’t explicitly provided by            
Anheuser-Busch or other sources, we made some educated assumptions using data           
that we were able to find and used these estimates to determine the fixed and variable                
costs for our product. 

 
In calculating Shock Top’s break-even point, we first totaled our first year            

marketing expenditures. An important note for our marketing expenditures is that Shock            
Top will initially be sold only in Colorado as products with CBD can’t be shipped across                
state lines until federal regulations are updated, which might not be the case when we               
launch Shock Top Cannabeer. For the first nine months, we will only advertise where              
Anheuser-Busch brews Shock Top currently - Fort Collins, Colorado - then begin            
advertising nationally during the last 3 months as we expect regulations to have             
changed in most states by then to allow for the shipping and selling of Shock Top                
Cannabeer nationwide. The tools that we will be using during our initial marketing             
campaign are: a sponsored YouTube video with JacksFilms; video ads and display ads             
on YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook; five billboards in Colorado; six total            
pop-up events; and a national TV commercial that will air during the NBA finals.  

 
The sponsored video with JacksFilms is expected to cost $30,000. YouTube           

video ads have an average CPM of $9.68 (adstage.io), and we will be targeting 30               
million impressions over 12 months, so the cost for advertising on YouTube will be              
$290,400. CPM on Twitter is $6.46 (adstage.io), so with an impressions goal of 30              
million will be $193,800. CPM for Facebook is $7.34 (adespresso.com) and we will be              
targeting 30 million impressions on Facebook as well, so the cost will be $220,200.              
CPM for Instagram is $7.91 (adstage.io), so the cost will be $237,300 for 30 million               
impressions. One billboard for a year will cost about $18,000 in Colorado and we will               
use an average of five billboards that will be displayed in Denver and surrounding cities               
for nine months for a total cost of $90,000. The 6 pop-up events which will be held at                  
the Fort Collins brewery and in Denver are expected to cost $20,000 each for a total                
cost of $120,000 (our best guess for the cost of staff and supplies). Lastly, the               
commercial that will run during Game 1 of the NBA Finals near the launch of Cannabeer                
is expected to cost $760,000 (statista.com). The overall total for expected marketing            
expenditures is $1,830,700. 
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Here is a blocking chart of our first year marketing expenses: 
 
 

 

 
 
To determine the fixed production cost for our new beer, we started by looking at               

Anheuser-Busch’s 2018 financial statement and we found that their total revenue for            
2018 was $54 billion. We discovered on Anheuser-Busch’s corporate website that they            
currently operate 12 different breweries. From here we divided the $54 billion by 12 to               
estimate how much revenue each brewery is generating, which is $4.5 billion. We did              
this as Shock Top is brewed solely in Anheuser-Busch’s Fort Collins brewery and by              
using the annual sales of $98.71 million for Shock Top in 2018 (Statista.com), we              
calculated that Shock Top generates about 2.2% of that brewery’s revenue. We also             
looked at Anheuser-Busch’s assets in their annual report and found that their property,             
plant and equipment were valued at $25.91 billion in 2018. Like we did for total revenue,                
we divided this figure by 12 to get an estimated value for the Fort Collins brewery, which                 
is $2.16 billion. Finally, we multiplied $2.16 billion by 2.2% to calculate the portion of this                
total that can be attributed to Shock Top, which we found to $47.52 million. This $47.52                
million is what we estimate to be that total fixed cost for Shock Top as a brand.                 
However, as Shock Top Cannabeer will be a brand extension, the fixed cost for it is not                 
expected to be $47.52 million. To find the fixed cost for adding Shock Top Cannabeer,               
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we divided $47.52 by two (as Shock Top is always producing its Belgian white beer               
year-round while producing one seasonal beer alongside it) to find fixed cost for each              
flavor of Shock Top, which is $23.76 million. We will assume that putting an additional               
flavor into production will scale mostly linearly, so adding in Shock Top Cannabeer will              
add an equivalent fixed cost of $23.76 million. This figure of $23.76 million is the fixed                
cost determined for producing Shock Top Cannabeer. 

 
The unit price for a six pack of Shock Top Cannabeer will be comparable to the                

unit price of Shock Top Belgian White, just with the added cost of the CBD. The unit                 
cost per six pack of Shock Top Cannabeer is about $5.22; this will be the variable cost                 
per unit. The sales price from brewery to distributor will be our sales price per unit,                
which is $9.03. These will be the figures that we will use for calculating our break-even                
point. 
 

With all the necessary figures determined we calculated the break-even point in            
units as BEP = ($1,911,700 + $23,760,000)/$9.03 - $5.22 = 6,737,979 units. Break             
even point in dollars = $9.03 * 6,737,979 = $60,843,951. At this break-even point,              
Shock Top may not become profitable during its first year on the market (as this isn’t                
likely while selling only in Colorado most of the first year), but once we can make it                 
readily available in most states, we expect Shock Top Colorado to become very             
profitable. 
 

We expect Shock Top Cannabeer to be profitable within two years on the market.              
After the first year, the cost of the equipment and required plant space incurred won’t be                
a problem in subsequent years, leaving mostly marketing expenses. We expect           
marketing expenses to remain about the same (about $1.9 million), but the production             
cost to go down dramatically after the first year, so after the second year the break-even                
point in dollars at the end of year two would be about 7,239,738 units or $65,374,835.                
So if, for the first two years, Shock Top Cannabeer can earn an average of 36%, the                 
annual revenue of Shock Top ($94.6 million), which is $34 million earned annually, it will               
break-even within two years on the market and will be incredibly lucrative beyond that.              
As demand for CBD products continues to rise rapidly, we consider this level of revenue               
generation and timeframe for profitability to be very achievable for Shock Top            
Cannabeer. 
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Closing Statement 
 
In conclusion, our team is confident in Shock Top Cannabeer to be a success for               

a multitude of reasons. With the price point that we set for Shock Top Cannabeer, if our                 
product earns the same percentage of annual revenue as the current Shock Top             
product-line Anheuser Busch will not have to wait long before seeing profits from this              
brand new product. Other than some additional equipment and real estate that will be              
needed to handle a brand new production process and product line, Anheuser Busch             
already has the partnerships and supply chain network in place for Shock Top             
Cannabeer to hit the ground running. This factor allows Anheuser Busch to be a first               
mover into a product industry that is already has competitors vying for market share              
before regulations have been fully finalized. This can stimulate Anheuser Busch and the             
Shock Top brand as a whole by making them the brands and product line they think of                 
when it comes to CBD infused products. This is an extremely valuable opportunity as              
the CBD industry is already projected to be a multi-billion dollar industry, and             
considering the beer industry is already a multi-billion dollar industry, this can give them              
a competitive advantage in both the CBD product and beer industries respectively.  

 
A part of what makes our team so confident that our product Shock Top              

Cannabeer can achieve these results is the consumer market segment that has needs             
and wants that align with our product. The largest age cohort consumers of alcohol in               
the United States are looking for healthier alternatives in any place that they can find, as                
well as a product that represents a time and place where they relax and decompress               
from a busy lifestyle. CBD is a product that continues to grow in popularity for those                
very same reasons as it is a product that is a healthy alternative that allows people to                 
relax and escape from the hecticness of their everyday lives. With the 2018 Farm Bill               
that deregulated CBD, there is no better time to capitalize on a consumer market that is                
already present and awaiting a product that fits their needs.  

 
Through our Marketing Plan we are using a synchronized message throughout           

all of our campaigns that allows us to inform and excite potential consumers about              
Shock Top Cannabeer. Each campaign that we run whether that be using popular social              
media influencers, advertisements creating the emotions we want our consumer to           
associate with our product, or the advertisements featuring what we believe to be a              
common consumer journey that ends up leading to our product, will all generate earned              
media. By utilizing a combination of paid media and earned media our group will be able                
to generate interest and excitement into Shock Top Cannabeer, and as more            
consumers try the product they will want to share what they know to be the Chillest                
Belgian Beer in existence. Anhuser Busch has been very successful and continues to             
be currently, but the future CBD market offers unlimited possibilities in product growth,             
revenue, and expansion. Due to these factors and the marketing plan we have set in               
place, our team knows that if Anheuser Busch decided to go this route that the future                
would be bright in many ways, and they could Cheers to What’s Ahead.   
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Appendix B - Average Beer Distribution Breakdown 
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Appendix C - Revenue Streams 
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Appendix D - Key Figures 
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